pellier, in their mutual appreciation and explanation of what I denominate the "principle of intelligence." It is but a few years, since the heads of the profession in the capital of Prance knew nought of the nature of man but what was to be found in bodies submitted to inspection after death. Convinced that our existence was but a matter of tissues and systems, they persisted in investigating the science of medicine by a close attention to the condition of the corporeal organs.
Such a belief, however, has been but of comparatively short duration. Their want of success in the above mode of prosecuting so important a research; their inability to reconcile certain well-founded precepts in therapeutics, with anatomical rules; the variability of their doctrines contrasted with that of a school which advances, slowly indeed, but surely; all these, I repeat,-have at length led them to the conclusion, that they have chosen a wrong path.
The press of the French capital affords us a striking example of the difficulty then experienced in founding an anthropology capable of forming a sound basis for the science of medicine. The materialists readily perceive the difficulty of solving the intricate problem, of which man, in his fullest sense, is a personification. They admit that anatomy, physics, chemistry, and mathematics, fail to give an idea of the human dynamism.
It is something to have allowed that man is not formed solely of materials appreciable by chemistry and physics. The conviction of an error is the first step towards its repudiation." But more than this is requisite, to elevate the art of medicine to the dignity of a science. The compass hitherto trusted to, has been cast aside, without another being at hand to steer by. It would appear, indeed, that the school of which I have just spoken, does not possess any scientific method capable of being successfully opposed to that, for instance, which is familiar to the pupils of this university. In a discourse lately emanating from the press of the capital, the orator, after acknowledging the insufficiency of physical science in explaining the phenomena which occur in the living body, takes refuge in uncertainty, rather than have recourse to any other method of investigation. He thus expresses himself:? " To the chemical theories of the present day, which outrun the actual discoveries made by the science itself, must we oppose the abstractions of vitalism, which merely forges a physiology independent of organs, and even then accords it but an accessory importance ?"
Now it appears to me, that this sentiment may be taken as the expression of scientific opinion among the medical observers of this country; and it indicates, first, a complete forgetfulness of the philosophy of Bacon, of so much importance in its application to medicine; ana secondly, an ignorance of the real and essential nature of vitalism, one of whose chief characteristics is to examine, with the same zeal and the same unbiassed judgment, causes, some of which are appreciable by the senses while others are invisible; so that, with us, the whole of man's nature is equally deserving of inquiry?we see in it nothing accessory. Now this forgetfulness of the rules of philosophy, as laid down by Bacon, or the inability to carry them out in practice, would appear to be the principal cause of this uncertain stagnation in medical opinion. Materialism fore, that along with the mitigations required by the increasing debility of the vital powers, should be inscribed rules of conscience, deduced from the antagonistic and progressive career of the intellectual principle. As long as this principle is incapable of alleging a true declension, it must not be permitted to quit its post.
Man, in his civil capacity, is a citizen of two republics, of which the one is material?the other intellectual. The elder no longer pertains to the first of these, when his organic principle refuses to perform its former wonted services as in days past; he becomes nought but a parasite, and may reasonably dread the fate of the drones when the hive of bees no longer requires their presence. In the intellectual republic, however, he still preserves his rank and rights, and may, if he choose, do so up the latest term of his existence. 
